The Art in the Langres Area and its 4 lakes

Arthure
The infinity of the memory
Its gentleness and the mysterious face are just like its art. Kindness of
the heart, the simplicity of the material, the mystery of the surrealism,
everything carries to believe that this noble painter feeds on his love of
the others to visit his cave and make implode his painting. In a typically
surrealist initiative, Arthure travels by means of the vision, he is the
visitor of a for ever current genesis. All year round, he takes you in
journey, trip in the memory of the humanity, the hike towards the light.
Open your spirit and your heart, be allowed go according to your soul,
according to a primitive music, follow the light coloured with the memory
to be on first-name terms with the top of the artistic pleasures.
Of international fame, Arthure proposes you a universal language, the
one who for a long time moves closer to the men beyond races, beyond
history. On his palette, the artist mixes since his debuts, the colours of
his journeys through time. Every picture of the boss seems extracted
from some original magma of the life and from the earth. This matrix of
the previous history gets him the genesis which he needs to extract this
divine light which will allow him to find the road lost of decisive moment,
of the sending of the senses.
On a noble cloth, Arthure makes vibrate the elements of the life and the
earth.
Tracks and imprints get involved with the pictorial medium. A pictorial and graphic writing outside time, leaving to each
the own reading. The artist pulls the spectator towards the discovery of his creation.
Dark tints which bleed the cloth are only a case of the light of the thought of the artist.. After a slow maturation of
overalls sky and maritime, greens abound in an overflowing(brimming) nature, browns feed on the rich earth and ochre
ignite of the heat of the universe. These harmonies of colours seem to open as to let the spectator visit his cave.
Releaseyour materialism and be allowed carry by the luminous waves of the existence: the richess is in us.
An international fame
Galeries : Trinité Art’Gallery of Troyes, Du Solstice
in Yverdon (Switzerland), De l’Isle à Montréal
(Canada), «Enfant » in Tokyo (Japon), …
Salons : Europ’Art in Genève (Switzerland),
Alinéart in Gand (Belgica), Gendarmenmark in
Berlin, To be Auteuil in Paris, …

La Galerie du Passage
14, bis rue aux fées
52200 Langres
Tél : 03 25 88 44 85

« Vers l’infini »

Possibility of visiting the studio all year long
(according to the available funds of the artist).
Exhibition from May 14th till June 6th.
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A part of his work

« La porte haute »

« Mot de passe »

« Voyage bleu »

« Les racines de l’histoire »

« L’ombre des mots »

« Mémoire blanche »

« Lumière du passé »

« La part de mémoire »

« Le premier passage »

